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From a covariant Hamiltonian formulation, using symplectic ideas, we obtain co-
variant boundary expressions for quasilocal energy-momentum (and angular momen-
tum) for general gravity theories. The dierent possible expressions depend upon which
dynamical variables are xed on the boundary, a reference conguration and a displace-
ment vector eld. Our expressions are related to known expressions, give good values
for the total ADM and Bondi quantities and have applications to black hole thermody-
namics. For Einstein's theory alternate expressions based on auxiliary spinor elds are
also presented.
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one-forms and the metric coecients g

. The corresponding eld strengths









































. In place of the usual \second
order" Lagrangian 4-form L = L(g; #; !;G;;
), we introduce covariant canonically conjugate
















  (g; #; ; ; ); (1)
which yields \rst order" eld equations via independent variation of the eld and momenta.
For any slicing of space-time by t=constant surfaces  along with a connecting vector eld
N , the decomposition of the rst order Lagrangian 4-form according to the general pattern L 
dt ^ 
N
L = dt ^ ($
N
' ^ p  H(N)) identies the covariant Hamiltonian 3-form (density), i.e., the


















































) + dB(N); (2)















FromNoether's theorem we nd thatH(N)  (terms/ eld equations)+dB(N). Consequently,
the Hamiltonian, the integral of the density over a spatial region
R





B(N). This boundary integral gives the quasilocal quantities (energy etc.). The
limiting value at innity should be a total conserved quantity for N asymptotically Killing. The
expression for B(N) can be improved (without aecting the dynamic equations). Its proper form

















). The total dierential term in H(N) produces a boundary
integral which reects both the choice of variables to be held xed (\control" variables) and the
symplectic structure.
2
The boundary term in H(N) vanishes (as it should) for xed control variables
on a nite boundary. But for a boundary at innity the asymptotic fall os can give nonvanishing
results (e.g., for Einstein's theory) then the above boundary term needs adjustment.
3
We have identied the expressions for the Hamiltonian boundary term which are 4-covariant
















p); depending upon whether






p are a reference conguration and ' = ' 

', p = p 




















































































For each bracket the upper (lower) line is used if the eld (momentum) is controlled. Hence, as
in thermodynamics, there are several kinds of \energy", each corresponds to he work done in a
dierent (ideal) physical process.
2
These quasilocal boundary expressions are covariant aside from
the manifestly non-covariant explicit connection terms in B which includes a real physical eect plus



















The variation of the Hamiltonian, in addition to the eld equation terms, now includes for each
variable one of the boundary terms d
N
(' ^p) or d
N
( ' ^ p) which reect the symplectic









































where again the upper (lower) line in each bracket corresponds to controlling the eld (momentum).
This general formalism readily specializes to coordinate or orthonormal frames and Rieman-
nian, Riemann-Cartan or teleparallel geometry. For GR and the Poincare gauge theory (asymptoti-
cally at or constant curvature) our expressions reduce to known ones
4
and give the total quantities
at spatial and future null innity.
5
Non-vanishing reference congurations (Minkowski or de Sit-
ter metric, frames, connections) play an essential role in obtaining these values. Our quasilocal
expressions likewise depend on a reference conguration: if the elds have the reference values all
quasilocal quantities vanish. A reasonable choice for the reference conguration is to embed the
spatial surface and its boundary into a Minkowski space. (More generally one could use (anti) de
Sitter space, a homogeneous cosmology, a Schwarzschild solution, etc.) Then the evolution vector
eld can be selected to correspond to a Killing eld of the reference conguration to obtain the
quasilocal energy-momentum (or angular momentum).































































). The expression (6a) is similar to Brown & York's
6
but (i) we
include interaction terms between the physical system and the reference conguration, and (ii) we
relax the seemingly natural choice lapse = 1 as it prevents the quasilocal energy from attaining to
the total energy in the limit for asymptotically anti-de Sitter solutions.





















= 1  2m=r+ r
2
and the reference conguration is given by m = 0, i.e., Minkowski or

























corresponding to the reference conguration
timelike Killing vector.
One application of our expressions is to black hole thermodynamics.
6
For this purpose we want
to control the quasilocal energy-momentum so we must allow N to vary. We Legendre transform
2





B(N) and take our boundaries at








which is normal to and vanishes on the horizon. We obtain the \rst law" for a


























the last integral, ' A, identies the entropy for general gravity theories.
An alternate approach to quasilocal quantities is to use spinor elds. From one of the new
spinor-curvature identities
7
we found a new quadratic spinor
8





D(# )     R 1 + dfD( #)
5
# +  #
5
D(# )g: (8)
It diers from the usual Einstein-Hilbert action by just a total dierential. The variables are a Dirac




and a normalized spinor eld  (  = 1).
Asymptotically   const +O(1=r) so the Langrangian is O(1=r
4
) which guarantees nite action.





D(# ) +D( #)
5
D(6N )g








D(# ) +D( #)
5
6N g; (9)
is just the ADM Hamiltonian up to a total dierential. It is asymptotically O(1=r
4
) and its
variation has an O(1=r
3
) boundary term which vanishes asymptotically so there is no need for a
further adjustment
3
by an additional boundary term. This is similar to the Hamiltonian associated



























 , again this is the ADM Hamiltonian + a total dierential but H
w
is not
related to a Lagrangian. On a solution again only the boundary terms contribute to the value.











































































in the limit r ! 1 these spinor boundary expressions give the correct total energy-momentum.
Expressions like Eq. (12) have been used in several quasi-local energy investigations.
10
We have found several covariant Hamiltonian boundary term expressions; the quasilocal values
depend on (i) a eld conguration, (ii) a reference conguration (or spinor eld), and (iii) an
evolution vector eld N on the boundary. We do not yet understand the physical meaning of
the quasilocal quantities for the dierent control modes or the physical interpretation of the extra
contributions from the auxiliary spinor elds.
3
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